
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size: Small Material

11238 37.5 x 37.5 cm 99g Puppy, Adult For Dogs up to 15 lbs Denim+Polyester
HEAO factory is well-established in the dog toy industry, and they offer customizable dog rope toy with squeaker to 
cater to individual requirements and preferences. The five-pointed star shape dog engaging puppy toys with five 
knots at each end increase your dog chewing and playing time.Reinforced with double stitching for added durability.
 

Sturdy Oxford Fabric Body:
The star-shaped toy's main body is meticulously crafted 
from tough and resilient Oxford fabric. This choice of 
material ensures the toy can withstand the rough play and 
tugging, providing long-lasting enjoyment for your 
energetic dog.

BB Sound Device Inside:
Equipped with a built-in BB sound device, this star toy 
emits an intriguing noise when squeezed or pressed, 
adding an element of surprise and fascination during 
playtime. Your furry friend will be enticed by the 
delightful sound, encouraging them to interact with the 
dog rope toy with squeaker inside.

 Interactive Rope Extensions:
Five short ropes extend from the star's five points, 
designed for interactive play and tug-of-war fun. Each 
rope is completed with a knot at its end, making it easy for 
your dog to grab and enjoy exciting play sessions with 
you or other furry friends.

Plush Material for softness:
The plush accents adorning the star's points offer a soft 
and comforting texture, creating a perfect snuggle buddy 
for your pup. The plush elements also add a playful touch, 
enticing your dog to explore and interact with the toy.

More style is coming soon...

Engaging Squeaky Puppy Rope and Tug Toy 

Premium Material Combination:
This toy's craftsmanship stands out with its 
exceptional blend of Oxford fabric and plush 
materials. The combination ensures both durability 
and comfort, catering to your dog's diverse play 
preferences.

Durable Construction for Long-lasting 
Enjoyment:
With a focus on quality, this star-shaped rope toy 
with squeaker inside is thoughtfully crafted to 
withstand your dog's enthusiastic play. Its robust 
construction ensures hours of fun and entertainment 
for your furry companion.

Versatile Toy for All Breeds and Sizes:
Suitable for dogs of all breeds and sizes, this star-
shaped toy adapts to various play styles. Whether 
your dog prefers to chew, tug, or cuddle, this 
versatile toy will be their go-to playtime companion.

In summary, this star-shaped rope toy with squeaker 
inside is an exceptional combination of durability 
and enjoyment. With its captivating design and 
engaging features, this toy promises to bring endless 
happiness to your furry friend's playtime adventures. 
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